
 HEALTH–CARE PROGRAM

The most effective investment
eleganza 1

UNIQUE 

FUncTiOn

UNIQUE 

erGOnOmY



eleganza 1 bed with split plastic collapsible siderail + Bedside cabinet eleganza classic.
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eleganza 1 
the most effective investment



excellent price-performance ratio

highest level of safety
 Full compliance with en 60601-2-52

 above standard of safety safe plus concept

above-standard functionalities
 sWl 250 kg

 Bed width < 100 cm

 plastic mattress platform 90 cm

 ergoframe 16 cm

With full electrical adjustment, the 

eleganza 1 bed is designed for the 

standard hospital ward. The bed has 

a simple construction, a wide range of 

features and functions and at a low cost, 

the eleganza 1 provides customers with 

great value for money. as a result, this bed 

makes the above-standard features and 

sophisticated functions available to a large 

group of customers.
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The bed can be equipped with a number of optional 

functions and useful versatile features and will meet 

the specifi c needs of every hospital department.

8. cOmFOrTaBle FOr Taller 
paTienTs as Well
|Bed length extended by 15 cm|
Demographic trends clearly show that people 
are getting taller and that there is an increase 
in overweight people. To maintain comfort for 
everyone, the standard width of the mattress 
platform is 90 cm and features a 15 cm length 
extension. 

9. UseFUl space FOr BeDDinG
|linen shelf|
The linen shelf is located in the space under 
the foot end. When changing the bed, the 
clean bed linen is always separate from the 
used bed linen. The shelf can be used to store 
the supervisor control panel. 

10. easier TranspOrT |5th castor|
The activated 5th castor makes transferring 
through long corridors easier (used to 
maintain a straight direction). creating a 
turning point in the middle of the bed, it allows 
for tight turns (when entering lifts, turning 
around a corner), also providing signifi cant 
reduction in the force needed to turn the bed. 

1. hOriZOnTal prOTecTiVe
BUmpers 

2. pOrTs FOr liFTinG anD
iV pOles

3. 150 mm cenTrallY
cOnTrOlleD casTOrs

4. cOllapsiBle siDerails 
(page 10–11)

5. cOlOUr eFFecTs 
(page 15)

6. BraKe alarm

7. hOlDer FOr mOBi-hanDle
Or prOTecTOr 
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will exceed your expectations
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above-standard functionalities

+15 cm



14. cpr 15. remOVaBle BeD enDs
|Bed end locks|
Bed ends can be fi xed to the mattress platform frame with simple 
eccentric locks.
Up position with green symbol – UnlOcK (bed end can be removed) 
DOWn position with red symbol – lOcK (bed end is fi xed)

11. mOre space FOr paTienTs 
|ergoframe +16 cm| 
When re-positioning the backrest and thigh 
rest, the ergoframe function minimises the 
pressure and shear in the patient‘s pelvic 
region. This results in a signifi cant reduction 
in the development of pressure ulcers. The 
effect is achieved by the automatic widening 
of the mattress platform by 16 cm. 

12. OpTimUm space FOr 
accessOries |accessory bar| 
painted bars are available in 500 or 740 mm 
lengths. The bars, equipped with 2 or 4 
plastic hooks, are located on both sides of 
the bed. many small accessories can be hung 
from them (urinal basket, urine bags, redon 
bottle holder, cannula holder, etc.).

13. easier mOBilisaTiOn 
|mobi-handle|
The mattress platform is equipped with
integrated holder for a mobi-handle 
afterwards. You will always achieve the optimal 
support point for standing (the position from 
sitting on the bed to the standing position). 
mobi- handle fi t into the whole concept of 
independent mobilisation. 

2

|14a. mechanical cpr|
cpr handle for the mechanical 
release of the back rest is placed in 
the leg part of a bed so it is easy to 
reach from all positions of the bed.
 

|14b. electric cpr|
preset function on the main 
control panel – fl attens mattress 
platform electrically to the 
lowest position.
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From the beginning, in order the achieve easy 
cleaning, the eleganza 1 bed was designed to 
maximise the simplifi cation of the structure to 
include the individual parts and surfaces. 

The latest technology is used during the 
manufacture of individual parts to minimise 
the space where unwanted infections may 
hide. in terms of easy cleaning, the bed is very 
safe and user friendly.

cleaning of bolted joints is very complicated. 
all joints on eleganza 1 are covered.

plasTic maTTress plaTFOrm
assembly, dismantling and cleaning of the mattress platform is now much easier and more 

effi cient due to the exceptional solution consisting of 8 self-contained removable plastic 

components. similar to the bed ends and siderails, these components are made using 

the joint-free technology of injection moulding. With a low weight (each part weighs only 

100 grams) and dimensions, this solution is very popular. a fi gure pictogram can be used for 

quick identifi cation of the correct position of the bed component. 

nosocomial infection prevention

1. paTienT picTOGram

2. WeiGhT OnlY 700 Grams

3. JOinT-Free cOnsTrUcTiOn

4. 8 selF-cOnTaineD 
cOmpOnenTs

 

1 2

4
3

simple cOnsTrUcTiOn
minimisaTiOn OF space
FOr inFecTiOn all JOinTs cOVereD
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Designed for easy infection control



BesT prOTecTiOn
WiTh OriGinal prOTecTOr

saFe Gaps – all gaps of the eleganza 1 bed are designed for higher safety: 

maximum safety for the patient and nurse guaranteed
safer bed

There are a number of standards and guidelines aimed at enhancing medical 

bed safety. One of the main priorities of lineT products is the solution that all 

technical aspects focus on absolute safety. The eleganza 1 bed meets all of the 

requirements of the latest standard iec 60601-2-52 effective from 

1st april 2013.

The safety of the bed has been 
acknowledged by TÜV, a most prestigious 
independent German company. They 
performed both single and long-term 
severe tests which confi rmed the absolute 
safety and quality of the eleganza 1 
model and issued a certifi cate of the bed‘s compliance with the 
norm iec 60601-2-52:2010.

The use of protector allows protection along the entire length of the 
mattress platform. The protector is located in the foot part of the 
bed and is linked to the single collapsible siderail both in terms of 
dimensions and design. The use of protector is suitable for clients 
who are diagnosed as confused or at high risk of a fall.
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EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT
EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT

projekt: Logo SB
zákazník: Linet
datum: 29. 9. 2011

Varianta: 06

SAFE BED

EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT

SAFE BED

EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT

SAFE BEDSAFE BED

EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT

EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT

SAFE BED

EN 60601-2-52

COMPLIANT

SAFE BED SAFE BED
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split plastic siderails
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single collapsible siderails

clearances within the siderail �

area under the siderail, between the mattress 
platform and siderails �

clearance in the corner (between siderail and 
head end and mattress platform) �

clearance between divided siderails �

clearance between a siderail and the foot board �

clearance between a siderail and the head board �

1

2

3

4

5
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cenTral cOnTrOl panel
The main central panel for the control and 
deactivation of the functions is located under 
the foot end and is integrated into the bed 
frame. This control unit contains the basic pre- 
-set functions and the possibility of deactivating 
(locking) each function on the remote control 
unit.

sUperVisOr cOnTrOl panel
supervisor control panel has a coiled cable 
providing fl exibility of movement and operation of 
the bed from an optimum position. For the nurse 
there is access to all of the standard functions + 
a useful pre-programmed function, the cardiac 
chair, available on the supervisor control panel 
only. The supervisor is an optional accessory and 
replaces the central control panel. 

paTienT saTelliTe
This control unit fi xed on a fl exible arm is 
always accessible and well within reach. it 
is designed particularly for elderly patients, 
so the symbols for controlling the functions 
are large and easily visible. The buttons are 
differentiated by contrasting colours and 
are of a raised design to suit patients with 
impaired vision or touch.

GO BUTTOn
The safety concept of the GO button protects 
the patient against an injury caused by any 
unintentional movement of the bed. Use the 
GO button to activate the bed control units for 
a period of 3 minutes from the last depression. 
When the bed is not deliberately repositioned, 
the controls are automatically deactivated, 
which makes any unintentional activation 
impossible.
Within our safer Bed concept, the GO 
button has been used for all lineT products 
since 2000.
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sophisticated electric functions



plUG & plaY 
in some cases, particularly when the 
patient is confused, it may be appropriate 
to remove the remote control unit. With 
the plug and play socket located on the 
accessory bar, the remote control unit can 
be easily removed.

hanD seT
The ergonomic remote control 
unit allows the patient and 
nurse to control the basic 
positions of the bed. The 
control unit is equipped with an 
examination light. The backlit 
keyboard design would be of 
great assistance in the dark.

FOOT cOnTrOls
The foot controls allow the 
practical and easy adjustment 
of the height and examination 
position. They are equipped 
with a mechanical protector 
against accidental activation.

siDerail
WiTh inTeGraTeD cOnTrOl
Through extensive research it was found 
that controls located in the head siderails 
are more accessible, allowing the patient 
easier operation when adjusting the basic 
positions of the bed. 

DesiGn FOr lOnGer liFe
lOnGer BaTTerY liFe
recharging of the battery is controlled in an optimum way, which results in a longer battery life 
by up to 2 years. The battery is always available and doesn’t have to be activated. 

acTUaTOr prOTecTiOn – reDUces serVicinG cOsTs 
One of the most common breakdowns of hospital beds is caused by the bed getting stuck under 
an obstruction (a window sill, etc.) or by the bed being overloaded. The resulting repairs can be 
costly and time consuming. The eleganza 1 bed has an independent current protection for each 
actuator which prevents damage to the actuator when overloaded. The protection is electronic 
and the bed will continue to work without any intervention once the overload is removed. 

serVice preDicTiOn – minimisinG BreaKDOWns 
The concept of damage prevention is based on the intelligent control unit of the bed which 
predicts a potential breakdown based on the volume of load, wear and tear, recommending parts 
to be inspected or service action to be carried out before a breakdown can occur. Therefore, the 
bed is kept in operation and the breakdown rate is lower. 

leVel maTTress plaTFOrm GUaranTeeD
if the load is not evenly distributed, it can result in the mattress platform leaning to one side or to 
one end, which is not pleasant for the patient. With the actuator synchronisation function, the 
mattress platform on the eleganza 1 bed is always perfectly horizontal (with the exception of 
intentional tilting performed by the pre-set functions).

The ergonomic remote control 
unit allows the patient and 

FOOT cOnTrOls
The foot controls allow the 
practical and easy adjustment 
of the height and examination 
position. They are equipped 
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siderails with the new system of lowering mechanism feature simple design, simple operation and a high 

level of safety whilst still being good value for money. The system of lowering is around the lower axis of 

the siderail. low weight, perfect balance and a large unlocking handle ensures than only minimum force 

is needed to unlock the siderail. The safety of the siderail lowering function meets the en 60601-2-52 

requirements and is achieved by unlocking the system using two separate movements.

plastic siderails in 
a raised position.

plastic siderails dropped 
down.

1. siDerail WiTh inTeGraTeD 
cOnTrOls
The head siderail can be provided 
with an integrated control unit easily 
available for the patient. an ideal 
length distribution between the head 
siderail and the longer middle siderail 
provides the patient with enough 
space for exiting the bed whilst at the 
same time providing a high level of 
safety.

2. saFe siDerail
release mechanism
all siderails are equipped with
two-steps unlocking mechanism.

1

2

low weight, perfect balance and a large unlocking handle ensure than only minimum 
force is needed to unlock a siderail. The safety of the siderail lowering function meets the 
en 60601-2-52 requirements and is achieved by unlocking the system by two separate 
movements. 
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split plastic siderails



single collapsible siderails

The siderail drops down level with the mattress. To unlock and drop a siderail grasp the 

handle with one hand and move the whole siderail towards the patient‘s head. secondly. 

press the unlocking button and lower the siderail smoothly to the drop-down position.

after training the patient can drop down the siderail and perform daily activities without any 

help – the patient becomes more independent.

single collapsible siderail in 
a raised position.

single collapsible siderail 
dropped down.

for independent mobilisation

1 an anTi-scraTch prOTecTiOn sTrip
located along the whole length of the central bar 
protects the siderail and bed against scratching 
during transport. 

2 The accessOries Bar is always fully 
accessible. The siderail in the drop-down position 
is only 23 cm high. small accessories (slippers, 
urinals, urine bags, etc.) are therefore always easily 
accessible. 

3 BeTTer 
prOTecTiOn
|10 cm extender|
in some cases it is appropriate to provide the 
patient with a higher level of protection. an easy- 
-to-dismantle extension piece makes the siderail 
10 cm higher. The extension piece should be used 
when an active mattress is in place on the bed.

1

3

2

The siderail drops down level with the mattress. To unlock and drop a siderail you only need 
to grasp the handle with one hand and move the whole siderail towards the patient’s head. 
in the second step you can press the unlocking button and smoothly lower the siderail to the 
drop-down position. 
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Technical parameters
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100* for the bed with one-piece siderails
** for the bed with split plastic siderails in the raised position
*** for the bed with split plastic siderails dropped down

Technical parameTers 
The customer requirements were taken into account when 
constructing the beds with regards to minimum bed widths, therefore 
the bed width is now less that 100 cm. The bed will fit into lifts and 
into smaller rooms.  

however, the loading area of 90cms on the mattress platform still 
provides maximum patient comfort. in this segment of universal beds, 
there is extra versatility and safe working loads up to 250 kgs.

Technical parameTers
castors

125 mm 150 mm

sWl safe working load see table safe Working load

external dimension 99 × 218 cm

Bed extension 15 cm

mattress platform 4 section electric adjustable

mattress platform 90 × 200 × 14

electric height adjustment 37–73.5 cm  39.5–76.8 cm

electric Backrest adjustment 0–70°

electric Thighrest 0–39°

Tr/ aTr 15°–15°

ergoframe ® 10+6 cm

Bed weight (according specification) 135 kg

standard iec:60601-2-52

cover against water and dust ip 54

clearance for server 16 cm 18.8 cm

safe working load

castors Battery

Dimensions Braking without battery with battery

125mm
individually braked 185 kg 

centrally braked
200 kg 250 kg

150 mm centrally braked



many optional features
eleganza 1

Feature / functions Standard Ordering Code Photo on page

CONTROL UNITS

central control panel (mini) — 8

Trendelenburg function on central control panel nc04 —

supervisor control panel with a fl exible cable (+ cardiac chair) nc16 8

hand set / hand set with illuminated keyboard  / — / hc15 9

Foot controll hc15 9

satellite control unit with a fl exible arm Oc01 9

plug and play socket hc08 9

BED ENDS

Design e1 (plastic bed end without colour effect) Be21 —

Bed end locks (bespoke) — 5

Design e1 (plastic bed end with colour effect) Be21 + cDXX 15

Design e3 (plastic bed end with larger colour effect) Be45 15

powder coated with hpl panel Be46 15

SIDERAILS

split plastic siderails sr22 10

split plastic siderails with integrated controls sr21 9 + 10

single collapsible siderails sr11 11

extender for single collapsible siderails  11008900B0000 11

OTHER

linen shelf ls01 4

accessories bar ah01 5

Battery back up ac01 —

125 mm castors, individually braked (sWl 185 kg) — —

150 mm castors, centrally braked (sWl 185/250 kg) ca35 2

5th castor ca38 5

Bed exit alarm al03 —

Bed in ral 9006 silver color cm02 —

protector ral 9002 1100590KBGTa 7

MATTRESS 
PLATFORM

4-section mattress platform (8 removable plastic components) — 4 + 6

ergoframe (10 + 6 cm) — 5

extension of the mattress platform length (+ 15 cm) XT01 4

mattress extension 4prprODmaT02 —

mobilization handle (ral 9002) 1028000B0000 5

mattress 200×90×14 4pre7Ka2000 —

horizontal protective bumpers 4

Vertical protective bumpers BV01 —

4× housings for trapeze bars and an infusion stand — 4

standard  Option   
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will exceed your expectations

eleganza 1 bed with single collapsible siderails and bed ends design e3 + Bedside cabinets eleganza classic.

14

Design 
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plastic he/Fe design e1

plastic he/Fe 
design e3

powder coated with 
colour hpl panel

chOice OF cOlOUrs
The practical, modest and very attractive design of the eleganza 1 
bed together with a wide range of colour effects creates a pleasant 
and up-to-date hospital environment. The design with wooden 
components is preferred across a number of markets. The 
eleganza 1 bed is also available in a wide range of wood effects 
which would be well suited to any interior. 

BeD enD VariaBiliTY
The typical plastic e1 bed ends with the decorative colour line 
can be substituted for the design of the e3 bed end. With a large 
decorative area and robust construction, it gives the impression that 
the e1 is as good as a higher specifi cation bed. 

pearl white White mapleDolphin grey

Fruitier ambre Zebra moccanatural beech

Oslo blue nectarine Kiwi

Grapefruit aquamarine maple White
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LINET spol. s r.o.
Želevčice 5, 274 01 Slaný, Czech Republic
tel.: +420 312 576 111, fax: +420 312 522 668, e-mail: info@linet.com, www.linet.com

more than you expected
eleganza 1


